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Abstract. We study the ring extensions R � T having the same set of prime ideals

provided NilðRÞ is a divided prime ideal. Some conditions are given under which no

such T exists properly containing R. Using idealization theory, the examples are also

discussed to strengthen the results.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, all rings are commutative with nonzero identity

and if R is a subring of T , then the identity elements of R and of T are

same. By an overring of R, we mean a subring of the total quotient ring of R

containing R. By a local ring, we mean a ring with a unique maximal ideal.

The symbol � is used for inclusion, while � is used for proper inclusion.

We use TðRÞ to denote the total quotient ring of R, R 0 to denote the integral

closure of a ring R in TðRÞ, NilðRÞ to denote the set of nilpotent elements

of R, and ZðRÞ to denote the set of zero-divisors of R. If I and J are

R-submodules of TðRÞ, then ðI : JÞ ¼ fx A TðRÞ : xJ � Ig. Badawi defined the

notion of divided prime ideals of R in [5], as a prime ideal which is comparable

to every ideal of R and a ring R is said to be divided if each prime ideal of R

is divided, see [5]. In [2], Anderson and Badawi introduced the notion H to

be the set of all rings R such that NilðRÞ is a divided prime ideal and named

these rings as f-rings. They used H0 to denote the subset of H such that

NilðRÞ ¼ ZðRÞ. For further study on these rings, see [2], [3], [6], [7], [8], [9],

[10], [11], [14], [12], [13].

In this paper, we will focus on the ring extensions in class H having the

same set of prime ideals which was extensively studied by Anderson and Dobbs

for integral domains, see [1]. Naturally, one may think to study these ring

extensions for some larger class. Note that if R is an integral domain, then R
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is in H. This motivates us to study the ring extensions in class H having the

same set of prime ideals. Note that if R A H, then there is a ring homo-

morphism f from TðRÞ to RNilðRÞ given by fðr=sÞ ¼ r=s, for all r A R and s A
RnZðRÞ. Moreover, the restriction of f to R is also a ring homomorphism

given by fðrÞ ¼ r=1, for all r A R, see [6]. Note that if R A H0, then fðRÞ ¼ R.

In this paper, we discuss examples using the idealization theory. In [20],

Nagata defined a new class of rings, namely idealization of a module. If R

is a ring and M is an R-module, then the idealization RðþÞM is the ring

defined as follows: Its additive structure is that of the abelian group RlM,

and its multiplication is defined by ðr1;m1Þðr2;m2Þ :¼ ðr1r2; r1m2 þ r2m1Þ, for

all r1; r2 A R and m1;m2 A M. It will be convenient to view R as a subring

of RðþÞM via the canonical injective ring homomorphism that sends r to

ðr; 0Þ.

2. Results

The ring extensions R � T for which SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ were studied by

Anderson and Dobbs in [1]. They discussed various type of domains R for

which there exist domains T satisfying SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ, and also gave con-

ditions on R for which no such T exists. In [1, Lemma 3.1], they proved that

if R � T is a ring extension with a common nonzero ideal I which contains

a non-zerodivisor of R, then T is contained in the total quotient ring of R,

and indeed T � ðI : IÞ. The result does not seem to be correct. The proof

goes wrong if for any nonzero t A T and for any non-zerodivisor y A I (of R),

ty ¼ 0. In fact, there is a class of ring extensions for which ty ¼ 0 and hence

thereby proving that [1, Lemma 3.1] is not correct. For example, consider

R ¼ Z and T ¼ ZðþÞZ=2Z. Then I ¼ 2Z is a common nonzero ideal with

every nonzero element of I is a non-zerodivisor of R. But T 6� TðRÞ. Note

that this is true for all domains R with nonzero maximal ideal M. In this case,

take T ¼ RðþÞR=M. Then M is a common nonzero ideal but T 6� TðRÞ.
Note that if ty0 0, then the proof of [1, Lemma 3.1] will work. Thus, if we

take y to be a non-zerodivisor of T , then [1, Lemma 3.1] is correct with the

same proof. We now state the modified result.

Lemma 1. Let R � T be a ring extension with a common nonzero ideal I .

If I contains a non-zerodivisor of T, then T is contained in the total quotient ring

of R, and indeed T � ðI : IÞ.

Also, in [1, Remark 3.4(a)], Anderson and Dobbs concluded the following:

Let R � T be a ring extension such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ and M be the

unique maximal ideal of both R and T . If M contains a non-zerodivisor of R,

then T � ðM : MÞ.
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They mentioned that the same proof of [1, Lemma 3.1] will work to prove

the above result. As [1, Lemma 3.1] has been modified, some argument is

needed to establish the above result. Note that M contains a non-zerodivisor

of T . Otherwise M ¼ ZðTÞ which gives M ¼ ZðRÞ as SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ.
This contradicts that M contains a non-zerodivisor of R. Thus, the result

follows by Lemma 1.

Let R � S be an extension of integral domains. Then R is said to be

a pseudo-valuation subring (PV, for short) in S, see [4], if for each x A SnR
and non-unit a of R, we have x�1a A R. Note that PV in a domain is a

generalization of PVD. We now continue to investigate the properties of ring

extensions having the same set of prime ideals initiated in [1]. Here is our first

result.

Theorem 1. Let R � T � U be an extension of integral domains such that

SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. Then R is a PV in U if and only if T is a PV in U.

Proof. Assume that R is a PV in U . Take x A UnT and a non-unit y

in T . Then y is also a non-unit in R as SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. It follows that

x�1y A R. Thus, T is a PV in U . Conversely, suppose that T is a PV in U .

Take x A UnR and y a non-unit in R. Then y is also a non-unit in T as

SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. If x B T , then x�1y A T which is not a unit in T as

otherwise x A T . It follows that x�1y A R and we are done. On the other

hand, if x A T , then x is a unit in T as SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. It follows that

x�1y is a non-unit in T and so x�1y A R. Thus, R is a PV in U . r

Note that the above proposition generalizes [1, Proposition 2.2] to PV in

a domain. In Proposition 1, we generalize the same to f-PVR as f-PVR

generalizes PVD. Recall from [6] that a ring R A H is said to be a f-pseudo-

valuation ring (f-PVR, for short), if each prime ideal P of R is f-strongly

prime, that is, if xy A fðPÞ for x; y A RNilðRÞ, then either x A fðPÞ or y A fðPÞ.
First, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let R be a ring in H. If T is a ring containing R such that

SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ, then T A H.

Proof. Clearly, NilðTÞ ¼ NilðRÞ is a prime ideal of T . It remains to

show that NilðRÞ is divided in T . Let I be a proper ideal of T . Then I is

an ideal of R as SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. Thus, NilðRÞ is divided in T . r

Proposition 1. Let R � T be a ring extension such that R A H and

SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. Then R is a f-PVR if and only if T is a f-PVR.

Proof. Note that NilðRÞ is a prime ideal of both R and T . It follows

that SpecðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ. Now, if R is a f-PVR, then R=NilðRÞ
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is a PVD, by [9, Proposition 2.9]. It follows that T=NilðRÞ is a PVD, by

[1, Proposition 2.2]. Also, T A H, by Lemma 2. Thus, by another appeal to

[9, Proposition 2.9], T is a f-PVR. The converse is similar. r

A domain R is called a going-down domain if R � T satisfies the going-

down property for each overring T of R, see [15]; and a ring R is called a

going-down ring if R=P is a going-down domain for all prime ideals P of R, see

[16]. The next theorem generalizes [1, Corollary A.4] and [1, Proposition A.1]

to rings in H.

Theorem 2. Let R A H. If T is a ring containing R properly such that

SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ, then
( i ) R is not a going down ring.

(ii) R is divided if and only if T is divided.

Proof. To prove (i), note that NilðRÞ is a prime ideal of both R and T .

It follows that SpecðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ. Now, if R is a going down

ring, then R=NilðRÞ is a going down domain, which is a contradiction by [1,

Corollary A.4].

For (ii), let R be divided and P be any prime ideal of T . Then P is a

divided prime ideal of R. Let I be a proper ideal of T . Then I is a proper

ideal of R and so is comparable with P. Thus, T is divided. Conversely,

assume that T is divided. Then T=NilðRÞ is divided and so R=NilðRÞ is

divided, by [1, Proposition A.1]. Since NilðRÞ is divided, we conclude that R

is divided. r

A ring R in H is said to be a f-chained ring, if for each x A RNilðRÞnfðRÞ,
we have x�1 A fðRÞ, see [8]. As a direct consequence of [8, Proposition 3.3],

[8, Corollary 3.4], and [1, Proposition 3.8], we observe the following general-

ization of [1, Proposition 2.5] to rings in H.

Proposition 2. Let R A H be a local ring with maximal ideal M. If M

contains a non-zerodivisor, then the following are equivalent:

(1) R is a f-PVR;

(2) ðM : MÞ is a f-chained overring of R with maximal ideal M;

(3) R has a f-chained overring V such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðVÞ.

The next corollary is a companion to Theorem 2 and Proposition 2 which

can be seen as a generalization of [17, Proposition 2.2] to rings in H.

Corollary 1. Let R A H be a local ring such that the maximal ideal

contains a non-zerodivisor of R. Then R is a f-chained ring if and only if R is

both a going down ring and a f-PVR.
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Proof. Let R be a f-chained ring. Then it is a f-PVR trivially. Also,

R=NilðRÞ is a valuation domain, by [2, Theorem 2.7]. It follows that R=NilðRÞ
is a going down domain. Consequently, by [16, Proposition 2.1(a)], R is going

down.

Conversely, assume that R is both a going down ring and a f-PVR. Then

by Proposition 2, it follows that R has a f-chained overring V such that

SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðVÞ. Thus, R ¼ V , by part (i) of Theorem 2. r

The next proposition was proved by Anderson and Dobbs for domains, see

[1, Proposition 3.5(b)]. Note that the same is true for rings also as the proof

of [1, Proposition 3.5(b)] does not require the ring to be a domain. Thus, the

proof of next result follows mutatis mutandis from the proof of [1, Proposition

3.5(b)].

Proposition 3. Let R � T be rings such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. Then

RP ¼ TTnP for each non-maximal prime ideal P of R.

The next proposition generalizes [1, Corollary 3.20(2)] to rings in H.

Proposition 4. Let R � T be a ring extension such that T A H and R

is local with maximal ideal M. Assume that M is a finitely generated ideal

of R. Then SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ if and only if M A SpecðTÞ.

Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ assertion is trivial. For the converse part, as-

sume that M A SpecðTÞ. Then NilðTÞ ¼ NilðRÞ. Also, R=NilðRÞ is local with
finitely generated maximal ideal M=NilðRÞ and T=NilðRÞ is a domain. It fol-

lows that SpecðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ, by [1, Corollary 3.20]. Thus, the

result holds. r

Remark 1. Let R be a Prüfer domain which is not a field. Then there

is no ring T which contains R properly such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ, see [1,

Remark 3.17(b)]. Note that this can be extended to f-Prüfer rings also (A ring

R A H is said to be a f-Prüfer ring, see [2], if fðRÞ is a Prüfer ring). More

precisely, if R is a f-Prüfer ring such that NilðRÞ is not a maximal ideal of

R and T is a ring containing R such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ, then R ¼ T. To

see this, first note that NilðRÞ ¼ NilðTÞ. It follows that both R=NilðRÞ and

T=NilðRÞ have the same set of prime ideals. As by [2, Theorem 2.6], R=NilðRÞ
is a Prüfer domain, we have R=NilðRÞ ¼ T=NilðRÞ and so R ¼ T.

In the next proposition, we investigate the overrings of R A H0 having

the same set of prime ideals. Moreover, it can be seen as a generalization of

[1, Corollary 3.21].
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Proposition 5. Let R A H0 be a local ring with maximal ideal M such

that R 0 is a Prüfer ring. Let T be an overring of R. Then SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ
if and only if M A SpecðTÞ.

Proof. It is easy to see that both R 0 and T are in H0. Moreover, by

[6], NilðTÞ ¼ NilðR 0Þ ¼ NilðRÞ and TðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ TðRÞ=NilðRÞ. It follows

that T=NilðRÞ is an overring of R=NilðRÞ. Moreover, by [3, Lemma 2.8],

ðR=NilðRÞÞ0 ¼ R 0=NilðRÞ. Now, by [2, Corollary 2.10], ðR=NilðRÞÞ0 is a

Prüfer domain. Consequently, we have SpecðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ if

and only if M=NilðRÞ A SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ, by [1, Corollary 3.21]. Hence, the

result follows. r

Remark 2. In [1], Anderson and Dobbs raised the following question: given

a ring R, how does one can obtain all overrings T of R which satisfies SpecðRÞ ¼
SpecðTÞ. They answered the question in [1, Theorem 3.5] for domains. How-

ever, observe that the proof of [1, Theorem 3.5] works for rings also.

We now discuss an example that gives a class of ring extensions having

the same set of prime ideals.

Example 1. Let B be a ring of the form K þM, where K is a field and

M is a maximal ideal of B. Assume that D is a subring of K , and A ¼
DþM. Set U ¼ AðþÞTðBÞ and V ¼ BðþÞTðBÞ. Then SpecðUÞ ¼ SpecðVÞ
if and only if V is local and D is a field. To see this, note that if SpecðUÞ ¼
SpecðVÞ, then SpecðAÞ ¼ SpecðBÞ, by [18, Theorem 25.1(3)]. It follows that B

is local and D is a field, by [1, Corollary 3.11]. Consequently, V is local, by

another appeal to [18, Theorem 25.1(3)]. Conversely, assume that V is local

and D is a field. Then B is local, by [18, Theorem 25.1(3)]. It follows that

SpecðAÞ ¼ SpecðBÞ, by [1, Corollary 3.11]. Consequently, by another applica-

tion of [18, Theorem 25.1(3)], SpecðUÞ ¼ SpecðVÞ.

The next proposition gives a class of rings R in H0 which does not admit

any ring T properly containing R and having the same set of prime ideals.

For domains, it was observed in [1, pg. 372].

Proposition 6. Let R A H0 be an integrally closed local ring such that

R0TðRÞ. If the maximal ideal M of R is finitely generated, then there is no

ring T properly containing R such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ.

Proof. If possible, suppose there exists a ring T properly containing

R such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. Then we get NilðTÞ ¼ NilðRÞ and

SpecðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ. Moreover, by [6] and [3, Lemma 2.8],

we conclude that TðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ TðRÞ=NilðRÞ and ðR=NilðRÞÞ0 ¼ R 0=NilðRÞ,
respectively. By hypothesis, it follows that R=NilðRÞ is an integrally closed
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local domain which is not a field. Moreover, the maximal ideal M=NilðRÞ of

R=NilðRÞ is finitely generated. Consequently, we have a contradiction, by last

paragraph of [1, pg. 372]. r

The next example shows that the condition on M of being finitely gen-

erated can not be removed.

Example 2. Let F � K be a purely transcendental field extension. Take

a valuation domain B ¼ K þM with unique nonzero maximal ideal M. Set

R ¼ AðþÞTðBÞ and T ¼ BðþÞTðBÞ where A ¼ F þM. Then it is easy to see

that ZðRÞ ¼ NilðRÞ ¼ NilðTÞ ¼ f0gðþÞTðBÞ. Let ð0; xÞ A NilðRÞ and ðy; zÞ A
RnNilðRÞ. Then y0 0 and ð0; xÞ ¼ ðy; zÞð0; x=yÞ. It follows that R A H0.

Since A is an integrally closed domain, R is an integrally closed ring, by [18,

Theorem 25.6]. Also, by [18, Corollary 25.5(3)], R0TðRÞ. Since M is not

finitely generated, MðþÞTðBÞ is not finitely generated. Note that MðþÞTðBÞ
is the unique maximal ideal of R, by [18, Theorem 25.1(3)]. However, by

Example 1, SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ.

Let CðRÞ denotes the complete integral closure of R in TðRÞ. In the

next theorem, we show that the ring extensions in H0 having the same set of

prime ideals will have the same complete integral closure. This generalizes

[1, Proposition 3.15] for rings in H0.

Theorem 3. Let R A H0 be such that R0TðRÞ. If T is a ring containing

R such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ, then CðRÞ ¼ CðTÞ.

Proof. It is easy to conclude that NilðRÞ ¼ NilðTÞ, ZðTÞ ¼ ZðRÞ and

SpecðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ SpecðT=NilðRÞÞ. Also, TðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ TðRÞ=NilðRÞ, by [6],

and so R=NilðRÞ is not a field. By [1, Proposition 3.15], it follows that

CðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ CðT=NilðRÞÞ. Now, by Lemma 2, T A H0. Consequently,

we have CðRÞ=NilðRÞ ¼ CðTÞ=NilðRÞ, by [3, Lemma 2.8]. Thus, CðRÞ ¼
CðTÞ. r

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 when

R ¼ CðRÞ.

Corollary 2. Let R A H0 be a completely integrally closed ring such that

R0TðRÞ. Then there is no ring T properly containing R such that SpecðRÞ ¼
SpecðTÞ.

In [1, Lemma 2.4], Anderson and Dobbs proved the next result for local

domains which are not fields. Here, we generalize the same for rings. In fact,

the proof follows mutatis mutandis from the proof of [1, Lemma 2.4]. Note

that an ideal I of a ring R is said to be divisorial if I ¼ ðR : ðR : IÞÞ.
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Theorem 4. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal M. If M contains

a non-zerodivisor of R, then the following hold:

( i ) ðR : MÞ ¼ ðM : MÞ if and only if M is not a principal ideal of R.

Moreover, if M ¼ Rr for some r A R, then ðR : MÞ ¼ Rr�1 and

ðM : MÞ ¼ R.

(ii) If M is not a divisorial ideal of R, then ðR : MÞ ¼ ðM : MÞ.

The next proposition generalizes [1, Proposition 3.23].

Proposition 7. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal M such that M

contains a non-zerodivisor of R. Then ðM : MÞ0R if and only if M is a non-

principal divisorial ideal of R.

Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ assertion follows mutatis mutandis from the proof

of [1, Proposition 3.23] and ‘‘if ’’ assertion follows from Theorem 4. r

The proof of the next corollary follows directly from Proposition 7 and

Lemma 1.

Corollary 3. Let R be a local ring such that the maximal ideal of R

contains a non-zerodivisor of R. Assume that the maximal ideal of R is either

principal or a non-divisorial ideal of R. Then there is no ring T properly con-

taining R such that SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ.

It is easy to see that [1, Corollary 3.30] is not true for fields as if R is a

field, then R 0 is not of rank one. However, if we exempt R to be a field, then

R 0 is a discrete (rank 1) valuation domain. In Proposition 8, we generalize the

same to rings in H0. First, we recall some definitions. An ideal of a ring R

is said to be a nonnil ideal if I 6� NilðRÞ. A ring R A H is called a nonnil-

Noetherian ring if every nonnil ideal of R is finitely generated, see [10]. Recall

from [3] that a ring R A H is said to be a discrete f-chained ring if R is a

f-chained ring with at most one nonnil prime ideal and every nonnil ideal of R

is a principal ideal.

Proposition 8. Let R A H0. If R is a nonnil-Noetherian f-PVR, then

dimðRÞa 1 and R 0 is a discrete f-chained ring.

Proof. Note that ðR=NilðRÞÞ0 ¼ R 0=NilðRÞ, by [3, Lemma 2.8]. Also,

by [10, Theorem 2.2] and [9, Proposition 2.9], R=NilðRÞ is a Noetherian PVD.

It follows that dimðRÞa 1 and R 0=NilðRÞ is a discrete valuation domain, by

[1, Corollary 3.30]. Thus, the result holds, by [3, Lemma 2.9]. r

Recall from [19] that a ring R is said to be a weakly finite-conductor ring

if Ra \ Rb is a finitely generated ideal for all a; b A R. We end this paper with
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the generalization of [1, Corollary A.3] to rings in H0. Note that [1, Corollary

A.3] fails to hold when R � T is a field extension such that T is not a finitely

generated R-module. Therefore, the exemption of R to be a field is required in

the statement of [1, Corollary A.3].

Proposition 9. Let R � T be a ring extension such that R A H0 is a

weakly finite-conductor ring, R0TðRÞ, and SpecðRÞ ¼ SpecðTÞ. Let M be the

maximal ideal of R. Then both M and T are finitely generated R-modules.

Proof. Note that R=NilðRÞ is not a field as TðR=NilðRÞÞ ¼ TðRÞ=NilðRÞ,
by [6]. Also, it is easy to see that R=NilðRÞ is a finite-conductor domain

with maximal ideal M=NilðRÞ. Thus, M=NilðRÞ and T=NilðRÞ are finitely

generated R=NilðRÞ-module, by [1, Corollary A.3]. Since R0TðRÞ, M is a

nonnil ideal of R. Now, the proof follows mutatis mutandis from the proof of

[2, Lemma 2.4]. r
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